
The Task Force on HDFCs, a coalition of affordable housing non-profits, legal 

assistance organizations, HDFC shareholders, and representatives of elected 

officials dedicated to preserving the affordability of HDFC co-ops, agrees with 

HPD’s movement towards a new regulatory agreement and new tax break for 

HDFC co-ops. However, we are concerned that HPD’s proposal does not offer 

enough savings for HDFCs and does not have price caps that are affordable to 

enough New Yorkers.  

What we’re advocating for:  

The new regulatory agreement should be tied to 100% 

property tax exemption for every HDFC. Why?  

Help HDFCs stay affordable: 100% property tax exemption across the boards means that 

all buildings will benefit financially by signing up for this new regulatory agreement, so they can 

continue to keep maintenance fees low.   

Operating expenses are the same in every neighborhood: As the proposal stands, the 

new tax break would be related to a building’s assessed value; the HDFCs in high-priced 

neighborhoods will save the least by signing this RA. This is a problem because, regardless of 

where an HDFC is located, its operating costs are the same.  

 

The new regulatory agreement should have price caps that are 

affordable to more New Yorkers. Why?  

High prices don’t serve neighborhood 

residents: HPD’s proposed price caps are only 

affordable to households at or near 120% of AMI – 

nearly double the average household income in 

most HDFC-dense neighborhoods. 

Proposed prices encourage the loss of 

deeply affordable housing: The average 

maintenance fees in HDFCs are affordable to 

households at 40% of AMI. By setting prices that 

are only financially viable for households at or 

near 120% of AMI, NYC will slowly lose some of its 

most deeply affordable housing stock, forever.  

 



Waiting for sales is not a smart financial strategy: Depending on resales to finance 

repairs or improvements is unreliable because the turnover rate in HDFCs is very low! Over a 

recent 5-year period (2011-2015), only 8% of HDFC apartments were sold. Many smaller HDFCs 

have never had an apartment sale.  

 

We support expanded oversight and ongoing assistance for all 

HDFC co-ops. Why?  
 A regulatory agreement for all or most HDFCs will standardize corporate documents, reporting 

requirements, and resale restrictions.  

 Currently, many affordable housing resources do not adequately meet the needs of HDFCs, but 

increased uniformity in regulation and corporate documents will hopefully result in an 

increased ability for more nonprofits and legal services providers to serve HDFCs. 

 Mandatory third-party monitoring is a form of guaranteeing ongoing technical assistance and 

intervention even before a building is in serious arrears. 

 The Task Force on HDFCs is working with shareholders to give feedback to HPD on the draft 

Regulatory Agreement to ensure that the final version is not overly restrictive or onerous for 

boards of directors and shareholders.  

 

 

 

OUR REQUEST: Joining us in telling HPD that you support more affordable 

price caps and 100% property tax exemption for any HDFC that signs this new 

regulatory agreement.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


